November 06, 1978
'US Demarche on Pakistani Reprocessing Plant,' US Embassy Australia cable 9140 to State Department
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ACTION NODS=00
INFO OCT-01 ISO=00 /001 N
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TO SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 4794
SECRET CANBERRA 9140
NODIS DECAPTIONED
E.O. 11652: 60S
TAGS: HNUC, TECH, PK
SUBJECT: US DEMARCHE ON PAKISTANI REPROCESSING PLANT
REF: STATE 281962

AS INSTRUCTED REFTEL, DCM NOVEMBER 6 PASSED NON-PAPER
AND BRIEFED ORALLY DFA ACTING DEPUTY SECRETARY ROY
FERNANDEZ ON SUBJECT PAKISTANI REPROCESSING PLANT, FERNANDEZ
NOTED AUSTRALIA FIRMLY IN NPT CAMP, AGREED TO COOPERATE
FULLY WITH US.
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